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The contents:The contents:
1. Advocate  vectorlike TeV-scale1. Advocate  vectorlike TeV-scale

fermions beyond the 3rd SM generation

2. Mission in  TeV-scale SeesawModel: 

Light Majorana  Neutrinos with Light Majorana  Neutrinos with 
(sub)TeV-scale Dirac Mediators

3. Phenomenology of  weak 5-plets Σ: 3. Phenomenology of  weak 5-plets Σ: 
Drell-Yan production @LHC 
Distinguished triply-charged Σ decaysDistinguished triply-charged Σ decays



I. Introduction
to Additional Exotic States  to Additional Exotic States  

In light of Bošković’s 300 anniversary 

answering Gauguin’s questions (Ellis’0710.5590)







In Gauge History 
the present day   the present day   
“Boškovi ć’s “Boškovi ć’s 
atoms” identified 
as sources ofas sources of
colour,
weak isospin, and
weak hyperchargeweak hypercharge
forces (Q=T3+Y/2)



SM charges assignment in terms 
of 5 lowest reprezentations of of 5 lowest reprezentations of 
the SMG for 15 helicity states the SMG for 15 helicity states 



Introducing new particlesIntroducing new particles
without new forces, following without new forces, following 
prominent SM’s Landmarks:

�Heavyness of top�Heavyness of top

�Lightness of neutrinos�Lightness of neutrinos

�Lightness of the SM Higgs 



The first two Landmarks: The first two Landmarks: 

Lightness of n‘s & Heavyness of top
(Fig.Murayama’08)(Fig.Murayama’08)



The 3rd Landmark: Lightness of                        
SM Higgs doublets

Lightness of                        
SM Higgs doublets
known as the Hierarchy Problemknown as the Hierarchy Problem
� Introducing the top-partner T to cancel 
the largest contribution to Higgs mass the largest contribution to Higgs mass 
quadratic divergence ���� suggests:

such Seesaw Mediators which explain � such Seesaw Mediators which explain 
small neutrino masses without introducing
extra Hierarchy Problem 
small neutrino masses without introducing
extra Hierarchy Problem 

� while keeping the renormalizability� while keeping the renormalizability



II. New Heavy Leptons 

motivated by lightness of n‘s



The seesaw picture -ascribes The seesaw picture -ascribes 
the lightness of n‘s to  the existence 
of some heavy-scale d.o.f.of some heavy-scale d.o.f.

�Light sterile neutrinos – lacking 
motivation?

lacking 
motivation?

�Heavy Majorana neutrinos –�Heavy Majorana neutrinos –
conventional fermionic Type I & III 
seesawsseesaws

�Vectorlike Dirac fermions –�Vectorlike Dirac fermions –
beyond Type I & III seesaw



Only 3 realizations of dim 5 

Type I

Only 3 realizations of dim 5 
operator at the tree-level

Type I

Type II

Type IIIType III



Dim 5 Weinberg’s op. ~LLHH Dim 5 Weinberg’s op. ~LLHH 
by integrating out heavy d.o.f. 

SSB->Majorana mass 



TeV-seesaw scale awoids TeV-seesaw scale awoids 
hierarchy problem (Fig.B.Gavela’09)



Lowering seesaw scale by Lowering seesaw scale by 
going to dim>5 operators:

� NP scale 1-10 TeV with d=9 is enough for sub-
eV neutrino masseV neutrino mass

� Operators are studied for singlet, doublet and 
triplet mediators



TwoTree-level Seesaw Options:TwoTree-level Seesaw Options:
dim 7 and dim 9 operators

� Dim 7 Operator Babu et al’ 09, PRD 80, 
071702(R)071702(R)

� Dim 9 Operator I.P. and B.Radovčić, PLB 687 
(’10) 338



Dim-9 ~ LLHH(H†H)(H†H) tree-Dim-9 ~ LLHH(H†H)(H†H) tree-

level op. -integrating out heavy d.o.f.

�Light  Majorana neutrino naturally 
in sub-eV range  with TeV-scale in sub-eV range  with TeV-scale 
heavy d.o.f.



Novel Tree-level Seesaw Model   
based on vectorlike Dirac fermion 5-plet Σ based on vectorlike Dirac fermion 5-plet Σ 
(T=2, Y=2) mediators

In conjunction with isospin 3/2 scalar � In conjunction with isospin 3/2 scalar 
fields Φ1 and Φ2:



SM gauge invariant termsSM gauge invariant terms

Dirac mass term 
for new seesaw mediatorfor new seesaw mediator

Yukawa term includes Yukawa term includes 
Lepton Number Violation



Dirac seesaw by diagonalizing the Dirac seesaw by diagonalizing the 
mass matrix

� representing the mixing  between 
neutral components of the SM lepton 
doublet and the plets 
neutral components of the SM lepton 
doublet and the Σ 5-plets 



Mass eigenvalues:Mass eigenvalues:

� Two nearly degenerate 
Heavy neutral states

� Two nearly degenerate 
Heavy neutral states

� Light Majorana neutrinos� Light Majorana neutrinos

From the EW precision:From the EW precision:



EWSB in usual way from EWSB in usual way from 
Higgs doublet

� Induced vev for � Induced vev for 
Φ1 and Φ2, scalars with 



Operators of dim 5 Operators of dim 5 
generated at the loop level 
suppressed by loop factorssuppressed by loop factors



Operator of dim 5   generated at Operator of dim 5   generated at 
two-loop level from dim 9 op.
- smaller than dim 9 tree level if- smaller than dim 9 tree level if

�Operator of dim 5 generated at loop �Operator of dim 5 generated at loop 
level from λ3 term – for λ1 λ2 = λ3 is 
smaller than dim 9 tree level ifsmaller than dim 9 tree level if



NP scale splitting dim 5 loop 

For simplicity,

NP scale splitting dim 5 loop 
& dim 9 tree-level contributions

For simplicity,
the valuesthe values

result in& moderate

� There is a part of the parameter space � There is a part of the parameter space 
where tree-level dim 9 operator 
dominates over loop generated dim 5 dominates over loop generated dim 5 
contributions - testable at the LHC



III. Signatures of 5-pletΣ at Σ
the LHC - and distinguishing it 

from type III triplet Nfrom type III triplet N



Drell-Yan productionDrell-Yan production
� Using CTEQ6.6 PDFs via LHAPDF

� Check by MadGraph via FeynRules� Check by MadGraph via FeynRules



Production cross section for 5-
plets at 2010-run LHC energy
Production cross section for 5-
plets at 2010-run LHC energy



Production cross section for 5-
plets for designed LHC energy
Production cross section for 5-
plets for designed LHC energy





The decays of Dim 9 statesThe decays of Dim 9 states
generalize those for Type 
III triplet statesIII triplet states



Suppression by small mass Suppression by small mass 
splittings within a multiplet 

�Suppression for Type III triplet�Suppression for Type III triplet
�Still, there is larger splitting among 
higher states within a Σmultiplethigher states within a Σmultiplet



Decay widths of triply -charged ΣDecay widths of triply -charged Σ



Signatures from LNC Signatures from LNC 
& LNV decays

� Two types of decays with same sign 
dileptons and the jets as a signaturedileptons and the jets as a signature



Conclusions: Conclusions: 
Falsifiable dim 9 
tree-level seesaw 

i) Sizable production at the LHC 

tree-level seesaw 

i) Sizable production at the LHC 
(already 1000 pairs at present 7 TeV)
States too heavy to be produced may be States too heavy to be produced may be 
revealed through virtual loop effects
ii) Characteristic triply charged 5-plet ii) Characteristic triply charged 5-plet 
state decay as a link between collider state decay as a link between collider 
phenomenology and the origin of neutrino 
masses


